Vitamin C as cancer treatment? High doses boost chemotherapy in study
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Vitamin C versus cancer revisited
Vitamin C may boost cancer drugs
● Could pumping roughly 2,000 oranges' worth of vitamin C into a patient’s bloodstream boost
the effectiveness of anti-cancer drugs and mitigate the grueling side effects of chemotherapy?

● Very high doses of vitamin C boosted the effectiveness of chemotherapy in mice and helped human
patients tolerate their treatment, according to a new study. (Karen Tapia-Andersen)

● “There’s been a bias since the late 1970s that vitamin C cancer treatment is worthless and a waste of
time,” said Dr. Jeanne Drisko, a study co-author and the director of integrative medicine
at the University of Kansas Medical Center. “We’re overcoming that old bias.”

● The furor surrounding vitamin C began with the chemist Linus Pauling, a two-time winner of the Nobel
Prize, who proposed that heavy doses of ascorbate could prevent and treat most cancers. Although
Pauling’s broad claims could not be supported in clinical trials, large doses of vitamin C are still used as an
alternative form of cancer treatment for thousands of patients, outside of mainstream medicine.
Read more: Page 1 of 4
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Promising cancer therapy treatment: Vitamin C

New research suggests that vitamin C might make cancer drugs
more effective. But past discredited claims about the vitamin's
effectiveness in treating cancer are likely to hinder further study.
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GoWild-Gubinge aka Kakadu Plum

100% Whole Fruit Powders
and Fluid Extracts

GoWild Australia only uses the
freshly harvested and freezedried pulp, never the kernel

The World’s Richest Source of Natural Vitamin C (Stable)

Our GoWild-Gubinge fruit aka Kakadu Plum is the world’s richest natural plant source of
Vitamin C and Ellagic Acid. It contains over 7000 mg of vitamin C per 100 g of fresh fruit
- over 100 times the concentration found in oranges
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